Collaborative Study & Seminar – Call for Participation
Women bring a competitive advantage to science. Science needs more women leaders.

What would empower you to lead with greater impact
without sacrificing your wellbeing?
The Feminine Face of Leadership in Science (FFLS) is a collaborative study that engages
women scientists into an enlivening conversation and interactive experience, unlike any you’ve had before.

This Collaborative Study is New…
• It catalyzes a deeper exploration among
colleagues across scientific disciplines. Discover
more about your experience, needs, and
aspirations for growing as leaders in science.
• It is designed for rich participant inquiry,
group interaction and mutual support.
Leverage what’s meaningful to you.
• In the FFLS Forum we will explore important
issues with candor, curiosity, and safety.

Who is the leader you need to become so you
make the contributions that matter most?
What qualities of leadership are essential for
better addressing the complex issues you face?
What must happen so you can thrive in science?

This Study is For You if…
FFLS Structure & Dates
Phase 1 – October 3-28, 2016

• You want to embody a healthier, more authentic
and co-creative way of leading.

(Engage from anywhere)
• Facilitated Inquiry in online FFLS Forum
• Two 90-minute FFLS Group Calls
Phase 2 – November 4, 2016
(Institute of Noetic Sciences, Marin County, CA)
• 1-Day In-Person FFLS Seminar
(Includes gourmet lunch)

• Your professional education (Masters or PhD level)
and current professional activity are in the natural
sciences, e.g. bio-science, chemistry, physics, etc.
• You currently work in a position of leadership or
senior management in your organization.
“Looking at leadership together and asking the
tough questions was so inspiring. It gave me greater
clarity for my path.” – FFLS Participant

Investment $497 – Space is limited
For More Information and To Enroll Online: FFLS-BL.com
Contact Beata: 415-332-8338 | Beata@BridgingLives.com
About Beata Lewis, JD, MSC – Bridging Lives
Beata is an Executive Coach and Change Consultant, specializing in transformational
leadership and collaborative culture development for accomplished business owners, senior
leaders and knowledge professionals. Her 2003 Feminine Face of Leadership in Science
study was the first of its kind, inspiring an array of offerings advancing women leaders.

